
FrSky S6R/S8R Setup 
By: Dave Holland

The Basics: 
This guide is tailored to the RadioMaster TX16S but is very similar for other 
transmitters that are using EdgeTX or OpenTX. It assumes that you already know 
how to navigate through your radio menus and perform standard/basic model 
setup and receiver binding. Feel free to provide feedback and ask questions if 
something doesn’t make sense. 
 
Before we get started… I recently discovered that several of my new/never used 
S6R and S8R receivers came with their servo “output” range limited to 1166us - 
1834us (when the stabilizer is enabled- which mine were, by default).  In my 
opinion, they should have been factory set to the Radiomaster/FrSky full range 
of 988us - 2012us (+/-100%). The receiver’s stabilized output range can also be 
limited if the receiver has already been used in another model. You can work 
around this range limitation by temporarily setting SxR functions to Disable 
(performed in Step 7). 
 
Warning: Selecting “Extended Limits” in the Model Setup menu, will increase 
the max output from +/-100% (988-2012uS) to +/-150% (732-2268uS). Be 
forewarned that there is a bug in the receiver’s SBUS output that will cause the 
receiver output signals to jump from one extreme to the other when moving the 
stick in the negative % direction (on my transmitter). My testing showed that this 
happens around -122% in the transmitter output. If you aren’t using SBUS, then 
this is apparently not a problem. If you are, then you should probably stay away 
from using extended limits. 

1. Update receiver to latest firmware (download from FrSky website (links 
below) and place in the Firmware folder on the SD card). You don’t 
necessarily have to update your firmware but this is a good time to do it- 
prior to installing the receiver into your model. 
 
S6R https://www.frsky-rc.com/s6r/ 
S8R https://www.frsky-rc.com/s8r/ 
 
Note: you will need to make a cable to connect the receiver’s Smart Port to 
the module port pins (bottom three pins) on the back of the transmitter. The 
cable will have two male ends and the +/- wires need to be rolled on the 
transmitter end. I’ve labeled my cable on the transmitter end to make sure it 
is installed properly (as seen in the photo). 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Note: The transmitter module port pins provide 
the power for the receiver during the following 
process. 
 
a. Connect the receiver’s SmartPort to the 
radio’s external module port. 
b. Open the radio’s Firmware folder on the SD 
card. 
c. Install the firmware. You will select “Flash 
external module” during this process. 
d. Disconnect the cable from the SmartPort 
and module port. 

2. a. Create a new model. 
b. Navigate to Model Menu- Model Setup 
c. Set the Internal RF module to FrSkyX2, D16 mode, Channel Range 1-16.  
c. Set Internal RF module “Receiver Number” to something unique, for 
model match purposes. 
d. Set Internal RF module Fine tuning value


3. Bind the receiver to channels 1-8 with telemetry ON.


4. On the bench- Calibrate the receiver by running the transmitter’s 
SxR_Calibrate.lua script, prior to installation in model, as follows:  
 
a. Navigate to- Radio Settings- SD-HC CARD- Utilities- SxR Calibrate- 
SxR_Calibrate.lua 
b. Execute/Run the SxR_Calibrate.lua script 
c. Wait at each position until the X/Y/Z readings on your transmitter display 
are stable before proceeding by pressing Enter. 
 
Note: The lua script will have you place the S6R/S8R in various “level” 
positions to calibrate the X/Y/Z sensors (the script includes pictures). 

5. Remove your model’s Propeller. 

6. Securely install the receiver in your model with the antenna end facing 
toward nose of plane (double sided tape). 
 
Note: This information was as per the receivers manual but you can also 
get it to work by installing it with the antennas facing towards the rear. You 
will of course, probably have to change some direction settings in Step 9, 
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with the SxR.lua script. 
 
Note: the antennas should be as far away from signal blocking/absorbing 
materials as possible. For example, the battery! They should also be 
oriented perpendicular from each other. 

7. Run the transmitter’s SxR.lua script to temporarily disable SxR stabilizer 
functions, as follows: 
 
a. Energize receiver 
b. Navigate to- Radio Settings- Tools- FrSky SxR) 
c. Press “Enter” to run the FrSky SxR script 
d. Navigate to- Page 2 
e. Set SxR functions to Disable 
f. Press RTN 

8. Setup the model Inputs/Mixers/Outputs in the transmitter’s Model Settings 
menu, utilizing the following channel information. 
 
Channel 1-6 outputs must match the receiver’s channel order (CH1-Ail, 
Ch2-Ele, Ch3-Thr, Ch4-Rud, Ch5-Ail2 (if used), Ch6-Ele2 (if used)). 
 
Channel 9 is a gain adjust via slider or knob and needs a range of 0-100 
instead of the standard -100 to 100 (setting the weight to 50 and offset to 
50 will give a 0-100 range). You can also use a curve to obtain this range. 
 
Channel 10 is for mode select via a 3 position switch (OFF, Stabilize, Auto 
Level). 
 
Channel 11 is used to add knife edge and hover modes via 3 position 
switch if desired (must turn off Quick Mode in setup to use). Ch10 & Ch11 
are used in conjunction to select the mode.  
Ignore Ch11 if you want to keep your setup simple. 
 
Channel 12 is used to initiate Self Check when set to 3 position switch or 
Panic recovery mode when on 2 position switch. Initially, set it to a three 
position switch. 
 
Set Failsafe- don’t forget Ch9, 10, 12. 
I like to set the mode (CH10) to Auto Level when Failsafe is activated.
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9. Run the transmitter’s SxR.lua script to setup the S6R/S8R for your model 
specifics, as follows: 
 
a. Energize receiver 
b. Navigate to- Radio Settings- Tools- FrSky SxR) 
c. Press “Enter” to run the FrSky SxR script 
Page 1- SxR.lua settings 
Set Wing type 
Set Mounting type (orientation of receiver in the model) 
 
Page 2- SxR.lua settings 
Set SxR functions to Enable 
Set Quick mode to Enable (no knife edge or hover modes) 
Set Ch 5/6 assignments (Set Ch5/6 to Aux if not used for Ail/Ele) 
Set stabilizer response reversing for AIL, ELE, RUD, AIL2 & ELE2 
Set various gain settings as desired (I leave at default settings, initially) 
Set AIL & ELE autolvl offsets as desired (these may be used after a flight to 
make minor adjustments without having to perform another Self Check) 
 
d. Press RTN 
 
Note: If channels 5 and/or 6 are used for anything other than a 2nd aileron 
(AIL2) or 2nd elevator (ELE2) channels, they must be set to AUX1 and 
AUX2. Otherwise, the stabilizer settings will be affecting those channels. 
 
Note: Even if you set the controls to move in the proper direction via the 
transmitter output menu, the stabilize directions may be wrong, which will 
require reversing the stabilizer setting (turn on Auto Level to verify stabilize 
direction). In other words- setup proper control direction movement in the 
transmitter Outputs menu and then setup up proper stabilize direction with 
the Lua script.


10. Verify that the control surfaces move in the correct direction while in Auto 
Level mode, while making pitch, roll and yaw movements with the model. 
Correct any anomalies with SXR.lua script page 2 reversing setting(s). 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11. Perform Self Check, as follows: 
 
Note: Performing a Self Check limits the stabilized servo movement to the 
max throw you set in your transmitter, so that the stabilizer doesn’t 
overdrive your control surfaces. It also sets your stabilizer Auto Level 
position (pitch and roll angles). 
 
a. Turn high rates ON. If you have any settings in effect that reduce throws 
from max, the Self Check process will set your max throws to this condition. 
That is why you should have High (max) rates selected.  
 
b. Place model in what will be your level flight position. This will set your 
Auto Level position, so you may want to change the pitch to your desired 
angle of attack. 
c. Run Self Check by toggling the Ch12 three position switch past mid 
position 3 times. 
d. Observe that the control surfaces move automatically during the first 
part of the process. 
e. Wait for Blue receiver led to turn off (after it automatically moves the 
control surfaces). 
f. Move all controls (Ail, Ele, Rud) except throttle to all full deflection 
positions. 
g. Turn off receiver. (You won’t see the control throw limitations until after 
power off and back on. So, if you mistakenly had rates set low while self 
checking, for instance!) 

12. Change Ch12 to a 2 position momentary switch or no switch, so that Self 
Check won’t be accidentally activated during flight. Channel 12 will now 
work like a panic switch, unless you decided to not have it set to a switch. 

13. Verify all controls operate as expected. 

14. Perform a Range check. 

15. Install Prop. 

16. Go fly! 
 
Note: I like to go 2 mistakes high and then activate the Stabilize and Auto 
Level modes, to verify they work properly. You should also simulate your 
Failsafe settings in flight, to verify that the aircraft will react appropriately. 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Gain/Offset Settings explained: 
-Ch9 is active for both Stabilize and Auto Level modes but only controls the 
“stab gain” settings. 
-Stabilize mode moves the control surface(s) when a receiver/gyro disturbance 
is detected and the control surface(s) will return to the transmitter commanded 
position when the disturbance is over. It will not level the aircraft/receiver. Higher 
gain will move the control surface farther. 
-Auto Level mode moves the control surfaces according to the “stab gain” AND 
“autolvl gain” settings to return the aircraft to a level position (with sticks 
centered). The “autolvl gain” setting will move the control surface(s) until the 
aircraft/receiver has returned to level (with sticks centered). Higher gain will 
move the control surface farther and return the aircraft to level faster. 
-Autolvl Offset for aileron and elevator- can be used after you perform a “Self 
Check” and flight, to tweek or fine tune your pitch and roll level position. Or, you 
could perform another “Self Check” with the aircraft in the desired position. 

When Ch9 Gain is set to 0: 
-Stabilize mode- a receiver/gyro disturbance has no effect on the control 
surface(s), no matter what the “stab gain” is set to. 
-Auto Level mode- moves the control surface(s) according to the “autolvl gain” 
setting only. 
Note: “stab gain” and “autolvl gain” can be set from 0-200. Higher numbers 
equal more throw/sensitivity. If increased too much they can cause destructive 
oscillations of your control surface(s)!

Note: my understanding is that Ch9 has a 0-100% effect on the “stab gain” 
settings. So, a Ch9 setting of 50% will cause a stab gain of 80 to become 40. 
 
When Ch9 Gain is set to 1-100 with “stab gain” >0: 
-Stabilize mode- adds control surface throw/sensitivity to dampen out 
turbulence/disturbances in the air. Increasing Ch9 gain will cause more throw. 
Surface(s) will return to commanded position when disturbance has stopped. 
-Auto Level mode- a receiver/gyro disturbance (angle change) will move the 
control surface according to the “stab gain” setting and then back to the “autolvl 
gain” setting (if less) position. This mode will return the aircraft to the “Self 
Check” (plus any “autolvl offset”) level position. 
 
Autolvl offset only works when in Auto Level or Panic recovery modes. 
 
I haven’t covered the knife edge and hover settings as I don’t use them.
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